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ABSTRACT: Recently all handheld devices are touch screen and the popularity of touchscreen devices increases more 

and more due to the easy fast Internet access and large storage capacity. People may store their all personal information 

such as banking detail, password, confidential documents, trade secrets etc. on the handheld devices. In any case such 

handheld device is lost or stolen then security of such handheld device are more important because it contains users 

personals, banking information, secrets of user and that can be misuse by unauthorized person in any terrorist activity 

or other purposes that harm to user financially and socially. Securing the personal data stored and accessed from 

android touchscreen mobile makes user authentication a problem of paramount importance. The rigidity between 

security and usability renders however the task of user authentication on mobile devices a challenging task. This paper 

introduces   Multi-Touch Authentication and unauthorized user tracking technique to protect mobile banking data 

stored on touch screen mobile devices (Finger gestures with priority Authentication System using Touch screen 

Devices), a behavioural touch screen based authentication approach on mobile devices. Besides extracting touch data 

from touch screen equipped smart phones. This system complements and validates this data using a touch screen 

mobile device. A addressable feature in the system is its continuity, users transparent post login authentication and 

tracing of location of mobile devices. 

 
KEYWORDS: Touchscreen Devices, Mobile Authentication, Gesture Authentication, Multi-Touch Gesture 

Authentication. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Technological advances in computing, I/O capabilities and also network connectivity are shifting the focus towards the 

mobile devices. Market study expects that in 2015 there will be 1.5 billion smart phones and 640 million tablets in use 

world-wide [1], [2]. Moreover, companies, colleges, and government organizations are increasingly handing out mobile 

computing systems and applications that permit their employees to work remotely while constantly staying connected 

to the groups or societies structure. The name of handheld devices makes them a frequent storage medium for sensitive 

and confidential information as well as trade secrets and credentials. As handheld mobile devices are easily lost or 

stolen, the security of these devices becomes an important issue. As a first defence step, user authentication is quite 

essential to protecting handheld devices. However; mobile devices make a trade-off between the security and usability 

of most existing authentication solutions: one-shot authentication solutions are not protective from theft and loss [3], 

while periodic authentication or automatic logouts following periods of inactivity are likely to be counterproductive. 

The strong authentication is required by the still clumsy input methodology of such devices and the different user 

expectations for interaction models, particularly when compared to the normal authentication solutions. As displayed in 

a study of over 6,000,000 passwords, 91% of all user passwords belong to a list of just 1,000 common passwords (e.g., 

8.5% users use either password or 123456 as passwords) [4]. 

 

These devices often contain privacy sensitive Information such as personal photos, email, credit card numbers, 

passwords, corporate data, and even business secrets. Losing a smart phone with such private information could be a 

terrible for the user. In recent times touchscreen handheld devices contains number of sensors like touch, voice, image 

recognition. These sensors provide the use of biometric authentication technique. A current android device uses a single 

gesture recognition technique for the authentication but it has large probability to crack and also victim of shoulder 

surfing [5].It is also seen that performing a user-defined gesture over a customized background image and asking 

question after each gesture does result in higher authentication performance. In relations of usability, the reading shows 

that users did not have trouble in accomplishment multi-touch gestures as they all rated each gesture as easy to use [6]. 
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The proposed system is post authentication service which is in three-shot authentication and one shot tracking solutions 

for protecting touch screen android handheld devices from theft and loss. Proposed system builds as the android 

application for touch screen android OS devices for stronger security to the banking data stored over the handheld 

devices from illegal users. This system will address the authoritative demand for a more secure and user friendly 

mobile authentication solution that supports both passive and continuous authentication for mobile users based on users 

touch gestures. This system will take advantage of the fact that during their interaction with mobile devices, users 

disclose their unique touch features, such as finger pressure and path, the speed and acceleration of movement. An 

essential advantage of our approach is its transparency to the user, the touch data is captured by mobile sensors without 

disturbing normal user-device interactions. During the post login stage, the traditional explicit authentication process is 

triggered only when system detects that the current user is likely different from the smart phone owner, that means it 

detects loss or theft of the device. 

 

II. MOTIVATION 

 

 

Numbers of peoples are using a touchscreen android Smartphone because of having a large storage capacity and 

easy of Internet access from any location. Touchscreen android Smartphone are easy for access and available at 

cheapest rate in market, it provides same functionality (e.g.-pdf file reading, document file editor etc.) as compare to 

the computer so the popularity of the touchscreen mobile devices increases. Hence, peoples used touchscreen 

Smartphone devices to save some personal details as well as to access their bank accounts details from such devices, so 

providing security to such devices, the user used authentication Mechanisms applied on them still common text 

passwords or PIN. The recognized problems related to users selecting weak textual passwords [4]. In recent user uses a 

pattern authentication mechanism for security it provide security using a single gesture it check we use the password as 

a pattern. The Password pattern is like draw-secret shape on the screen. The form contains of an random number of 

strokes between  dots shown in the finger.1 [7].It have large possibility to crack  that single pattern by shoulder surfer 

or Intruders.  Our system provides security against such attackers and keep our data secure from Intruders and 

shoulders suffers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

                                                                                     Fig. 1.  Single Pattern Gesture. 
 

In our proposed system we mainly focus on online Banking application security against unauthorized users. 

This system ensures and provides users safe and private banking.  

This system uses sequential multiple gesture recognition and Tracking unauthorized user scheme for the 

authentication. It gives the stronger authentication for the touchscreen handheld devices also if our touchscreen 

handheld device may be lost or stolen and unauthorized user try to access our banking account for financial damage 

then our system will be activated and it send the message and mail of device location and image of that unauthorized 

user captured by front camera of that device to the registered user. This system provides security from the intruders or 

attackers. So to provide a strong security against such intruders or hacker our system protect our Banking data like 

username and password, multiple gestures patterns with a particular sequence and fingerprint recognition to overcome 

the drawbacks of password authentication. It introduces a new authentication technology to unlock devices which are 

very difficult to crack by unauthorized person 
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III. PROPOSED MODEL 

Here the input is provided to the mobile device through the touch screen which is gesture patterns. Basically the 
system is divided in the four parts our project mainly consists of 4 parts: 
 

1. User Registration and Gesture selection 
 

a User has to choose minimum two gestures from given list for authentication.  
 

b User has to choose the gestures and order of the gesture needs to be defined.  
 

2. User Authentication  

 In this stage user have to login with registered Gestures. 
 

3. Gesture authentication module  
 

a Collecting Gesture Data from user  
 

b Examine gestures data to detect the correct shape.  
 

c Shape can be flick, pinch, spread, drag and rotate. 

 

4. Unauthorised user detection Module 

This phase helps the registered user when his or her mobile is lost or stolen. When android Mobile is lost or 

stolen and unauthorized user going to access the banking application installed   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Touchscreen Mobile Authentication System. 

 

Over on this mobile phone then he or she asks the draw the gestures with in sequence which is registered by the 

authorized user. If he or she fails to draw same gestures in registered order the mobile front camera automatically 

capture his or her image using front camera and current location of mobile phone. This information sends to the 

registered email address and alternative contact number of users. 

 
d User has to draw same number of gestures and in the same order that are selected during registration process.    

              The three stages in detail are shown in figure above. 

 
A. Stage-I: Enrolment Phase 
 

This Phase Used to register the user by taking different user details and Mobile International Mobile Equipment 

Identity (IMEI) number. Initially user has to register with some personal details like User Name, Finger Print, E-mail 
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Id, and alternate mobile number. The user should also select number of different gestures (i.e. 2 to 5 gestures) with the 

priority sequence. 

 
B. Stage-II: Training Phase 
 
In the training phase registrations data from the users are collected, extracted, pre-process and normalized for the future 

verification process. The selected gestures are classified by using Classification algorithm with the consideration of 

features timestamp, finger pressure, X-Y co-ordinates and finger size. These features are normalized or pre-processed 

for better result. The registered gestures are classified by Using classification methods. The length of the gestures is 

calculated by considering the X-Y co-ordinates of the starting and ending point of the gestures. In this system there is 

more than one gesture are used for the authentication so there is time limit is consider between the two gestures that 

also calculated Finger size and pressure is also considered as features in the gestures recognition. These normalized 

features are stored in the database for verification. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Multitouch gestures. 

 

C. Stage-III: Verification Phase 
 

In verification Phase user entered gestures, priority of the gestures and fingerprint matches with the registered 

gestures, priority order and fingerprints. If the match is found then user will authenticate for the access of that mobile 

device otherwise 

he or she will be denied from the access of device. In case of unauthorized users if he or she will denied more than five 
times then current location of the device send to the resisted alternative number and e-mail address . 
 

D. Stage-IV: Unauthorized user Tracking Phase 
 
     This phase helps the registered user when his or her mobile is lost or stolen. 

When android Mobile is lost or stolen and unauthorized user going to access the banking application installed over on 
this mobile phone then he or she ask the draw the gestures with in sequence which are registered by the authorized user. 
If he or she fails to draw same gestures in registered order the mobile front camera automatically capture his or her 
image using front camera and current location of mobile phone. This information send to the registered email address 
and alternative contact number of users. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In proposed system we are providing stronger security and tracking mechanism using multiple gestures with priority. 
This system traces touchscreen mobile devices, if unauthorized user tries to use the system. This system provides better 
security against unauthorized user also find our devices if lost. 
 

The Comparative discussion of our system is shown in the following table. 

We are circulating our system in five users for collection the result of our system to comparative system. Our 

system results collected from different five users which are using our system and giving the feedback of system 

depending upon the parameters, this result is calculated over the considering the parameter time of accessing system, 

accuracy rate of system, security compared to other system, space required to install   this system over the local system. 
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User Provide marks of parameters out of 10. 

 
Table1.-Result Over the consider parameter  

Parameters User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 Avg 

Time 7 8 8 7 8 75% 

Space 10 10 9 10 9 96% 

Security 9 9 8 9 9 88% 

Accuracy 

Rate 

10 10 10 9 10 98% 

 

 
 

Fig.-4 Graph of results over the considering parameters 

 
 

1.  User Registration Window:                                         2.   Gesture  and Order Selection Window : 
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                  3.  Gesture Drawing Window:          4.   Mbanking Menu: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

This paper proposes multi-touch gestures for secure user Mobile banking authentication and tracking unauthorized 

users if device is lost or stolen. The multi-touch gestures have the potential for evolving new user authentication 

techniques. This improves both the security and usability of such devices .Multi-Touch gesture has high Feasibility of 

the proposed approach in terms of performance and usability. This system will provide stronger security against the 

unauthorized user if the mobile lose or stolen this system will work as tracker of the unauthorized user. 

In Future this system may be used in ATM machines or touchscreen laptops for more and better security of data and 

financial transaction. 
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